ABSTRACr A ft bulge is a region between two consecutive a-4ype hydrogen bonds which includes two residues (positions 1 and 2) on one strand opposite a single residue (position x) on the other strand. Compared to regular I structure, a ,B bulge puts the usual alternation of side-chain direction out of register on one of the strands, introduces a slight bend in the P sheet, and locally accentuates the usual right-handed strand twist. Almost all , bulges are between antiparallel strands, usually between a narrow rather than a wide pair of hydrogen bonds. Ninety-one examples are listed. The two commonest types are the "classic" P bulge, with position 1 in approximately a-helical conformation, and the "GI" B bulge, with a required glycine at position 1 in approximately left-handed a-helical conformation. GI bulges almost always occur in combination with a type Iltight turn. The functional roles of 0 bulges probably include compensating for the effects of a single-residue insertion or deletion within P structure and providing the strong local twist required to form closed P barret structures.
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One of the outstanding problems in globular protein structure is the task of describing the nonrepetitive "coil" regions that are neither helices nor (3 sheets. The one really major advance in this regard was identification of the tight turn (1), a loop in which the carbonyl oxygen of residue n hydrogen bonds to, or at least is close to, the NH group of residue n + 3. If all four residues are counted as part of the tight turn and the hydrogen bond is not required, then such turns account for up to a third of protein structure, and their occurrence can be predicted from the sequence with a moderate degree of success (e.g., ref.
2). Several other non-a, non-,8 conformations have been described, but except for the transition to 310 or all conformation at the ends of a-helices (3) , it happens that each of them has been identified for only one or a very few examples. The y turn (4) , which occurs in thermolysin (5) , is a tighter turn involving only three residues and a highly bent hydrogen bond. Short pieces of polyproline II structure have been identified in pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (6) and in cytochrome cssm (7) . An extendedchain "e-helix" (rather similar to polyproline) has been identified in chymotrypsin (8) . Two cis-prolines have been demonstrated in the Bence-Jones dimer REI, which form a distinct subclass of tight turns with a cis-proline in position 3 (9) . Al (28) . Each bulge candidate was then examined on full-coordinate stereo drawings in the microfiche atlas to make sure that it had reasonable distances and angles for the hydrogen bonds and to observe any significant features of its environment in the structure. Assignment of a bulge as, for instance, wide or classic type, sometimes depends on imperfectly known peptide orientations. General description of (3 bulges Antiparallel (3 sheet has its side chains extending alternately above and below the sheet. There is a hydrogen-bonding pattern between any two strands in which closely spaced pairs of hydrogen bonds (using the NH and CO of a single residue) alternate with widely spaced pairs (using the CO of residue n and the NH of residue n + 2). The hydrogen bonding actually seen in antiparallel A sheets is typically less regular than the ideal pattern described above. Upon examination, these irregularities turn out to be almost all of one describable type, which we shall call a # bulge.
A (3 bulge is defined as a region between two consecutive ,8-type hydrogen bonds which includes two residues on one strand opposite a single residue on the other strand. Fig. 1 (1978) 2575 an extra half-residue on each end of each strand (positions 0, 3, x -1, and x + 1), for a total of five residues. All three residues of narrow bulges are rather limited in possible X,+ conformational angles. Position x has 4 and A within the normal range for antiparallel # structure but skewed to one side: the average for 109 "control" residues in antiparallel sheet gave X = -122°, 0 = 143', while for position x of (3 bulges the average is X = -97°, A = 1270. In some bulges the hydrogen bond to the CO group of position x appears to be forked, coming from the NH groups of both position 1 and position 2. Most ( bulges have considerable (3 structure on one or both ends, but bulges also occur in isolation.
Classic Type. Table 1 lists 91 (3 bulges which have been identified in proteins of known structure and specifies their type, while Fig. 2 plots X,t+ angles for the narrow bulges, grouped by type. By far the most common type is the "classic" ( bulge, which occurs between a narrow pair of hydrogen bonds and has residue 1 in approximately a-helical conformation (averaging 4 = -100°, i1 = -45°) and residue 2 in approximately normal (3 conformation (averaging 4 = -140°, ' = 1600). All three side chains are on the same side of the (t sheet. A bulge causes the alternation of side-chain direction to be out of register on the two ends of the bulged, two-residue strand. The bulge can be thought of as turning over one half of the bulged strand; the classic bulge accomplishes this by changing the / angle of the residue in position 1 by about 1800, which moves it from the ft conformational region to the a region. Except for a single case of an "inverted" # bulge in glyceraldehyde-P dehydrogenase (where there is a Glu-Arg salt bridge that presumably helps stabilize the unusual conformation of left-handed a in position 2), it is always position 1 that makes the 1800 flip, so that for all narrow bulges position 2 remains quite close to normal ( conformation. Once half of the strand has flipped over, it must shift by one residue along the other strand in order to hydrogen bond; that shift produces the bulge of two residues opposite one.
Examples of the classic # bulge all resemble each other fairly closely; in Fig. 4 five of them have been shown superimposed.
In addition to the sideways bend seen in Fig. 1 , classic # bulges also locally accentuate the normal right-handed twist (29) of the (3 strands, as can be seen in Fig. 3 or 4 .
In the 0,0 plot of Fig. 2 , the subset of classic ( bulges with points falling in the upper left corner of the cluster for position 1 also fall on the left side of the cluster for position 2, and five of them have a glycine in position 2. However, they have been included within the classic type, since their conformations do not form a really distinct cluster.
GI Type. The next most common type of ( bulge is also narrow. It is called the G1 type, because 24 of the 26 examples have glycine in position 1. Position 1 has X,+ values centered around 85°, 00, which is favorable only for glycine. Position 2 of G1 bulges is within the usual # region, but centered around ( = -90°, = 1500 (see Fig. 2) .
Fifteen of the 26 Gl-type bulges listed in Table 1 are found within an interlocking structure in which the glycine in position 1 of the G1 bulge is also the required glycine in position Sof a type-II tight turn. The plane of the tight turn and its hydrogen bond is almost perpendicular to the plane of the GC bulge. This combined structure has a consistent handedness which is constrained by the requirements of the three hydrogen bonds. A set of G1 bulges plus turns are shown superimposed in Fig. 5 . Such an arrangement occurs next to the active site in chymotrypsin (G196,G197; V213). Two of the G1 bulges without coupled glycine turns occur in rubredoxin and involve all four of the cysteine iron ligands.
In most cases, the two strands of a # bulge are fairly far apart in sequence and can occur in either order (see Table 1 ), but almost half of the G1 bulges have short nearest-neighbor connections between the strands, with position 1 equal to either x + 3 or x + 4. These short G1 connections always involve at least one tight turn. Short connections occasionally occur between the strands of a classic bulge, but they are usually on the other end, with position 2 equal to x -3.
Gx Type. This type of ( bulge is represented by only six examples in Table 1 tween that central hydrogen bond and the first hydrogen bond of the normal ( structure on each end of the connection). Rather similar +2 connections in glyceraldehyde-P dehydrogenase and in thermolysin use only the Gx bulge. There is a parallel bulge in cytochrome csso, but although the conformation is very similar in the other cytochrome cs, one of the hydrogen bonds is either too long or in the wrong direction in all the other cases. Apparently parallel bulges are not favored even when the surrounding conformation suggests their suitability. Parallel (3 sheets are buried on both sides (30) so that hydrophobichydrophilic alternation does not occur, and also they are relatively unstable and more dependent on the cooperativity of extensive hydrogen bonding (30) so that perhaps they cannot tolerate the distortion produced by bulges. However, it is still unclear why bulges are so rare even at the ends of parallel (3 strands.
Wide Type. The remaining 14 bulges listed in Table 1 are between a wide pair of hydrogen bonds on antiparallel (3 strands. They differ considerably from one another in conformation, and no attempt has been made to classify them further.
Pseudo Bulges. In all examples considered so far and included in Table 1 effect on the directionality of the surrounding strands, due to the bend introduced into the # sheet, the accentuated local twist, and the direction from which a strand can enter a GI bulge. Let us consider the consequences of these features with respect to prediction of (3 bulges, their formation during protein folding, and their possible functional roles in proteins. There are some amino acid preferences for the residues making up (3 bulges. Glycine occurs most often in position 1 because it is required in the GI type. In narrow bulges proline is forbidden in positions 1 and x, but in wide bulges proline is actually preferred in position 1. Position 2 shows a 10:1 preference for hydrophilic over hydrophobic residues, but positions 1 and x are apparently indifferent to hydrophobicity. In general, the residue preferences are not very dramatic, and there are only two sequence-consecutive residues to consider. For the purpose of predicting the occurrence of (3 bulges from the amino acid sequence, it would undoubtedly be helpful to consider also the sequence before and after the possible bulge.
A # bulge causes the alternation of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues typical of antiparallel ft sheet to be out of register on the two ends of the bulge, and this effect is often quite evident in the sequence. Some examples (with an asterisk at the center of the bulge, hydrophobic residues underlined, and hydrophilic residues overlined) are: KLKIA*KV (chymotrypsin), IKAI*DG (staphylococcal nuclease), TK*KSR and TIL*SWSFT (concanavalin A), and GK*APKL and TFTIS*SLQ (REI VL).
The importance of the out-of-register alternation of sidechain direction, especially for classic bulges, suggests the possibility that they may take up the bulged conformation only at a relatively late stage in the folding process. Early during protein folding, when only a small piece of # sheet has formed, the correct alternation of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues should not be important, since both sides of the proto-sheet would still be exposed to solvent. The same may be true of the detailed steric fit between side chains on neighboring strands, since there would still be a large degree of local flexibility. It may be, then, that a potential bulge first folds as regular (3 structure. Later, when a hydrophobic core has formed on one side of the (3 sheet the out-of-register strand end would become highly unfavorable, and it may actually perform the hypothetical 1800 flip plus one-residue shift described above, producing the # bulge. If this sort of mechanism actually occurs, it would imply both relatively extensive readjustments at the final stages of protein folding and also the unfolding of some portions of the initial secondary structure. There have been previous suggestions that unfolding may occur for helices (2, 31) . It is interesting that a kinetic intermediate has been observed in the folding of carbonic anhydrase whose circular dichroism indicates a larger amount of regular ( structure than in the native protein (32) . The five bulges in carbonic anhydrase could change the observed percentage of regular (3 structure by as much as 22% if the circular dichroism were significantly perturbed for all three residues of each bulge.
There are at least two quite different sorts of functional roles (34) . For all the sorts of roles just discussed, it would be expected that bulges should be highly conserved among related proteins. it is notable that the seven bulges occurring in chymotrypsin are completely conserved in both trypsin and elastase (see Table 1 ); four of these bulges are at corners of the , barrels and two are at the active site.
A second possible sort of role for bulges is to provide a mechanism for-accommodating a single-residue insertion or deletion mutation without totally disrupting the sheet. There seem to be several such cases among the immunoglobulins, the clearest of which is a one-residue deletion in the CH1 domain of McPC 603 relative to the sequence of Fab' NEW CH1; the NEW structure has a bulge in the middle of a long pair of strands, while in McPC 603 those strands form regular structure all the way along past the deletion.
